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ExPLOITATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESOURCES AND RURAL COMMUNITIES 
BY GLOBAL FOOD COMPANIES

ABSTRACT. Globalization is determined 
by creation and growth of global capital 
markets for goods and services at 
international trade and environment 
level. in year 2013, the total food sales 
of the top 100 food companies in the 
world amounted to us$ 1,332,070 million. 
the headquarters of these companies are 
established in 20 different countries in 6 
different geographical areas. the food sales 
comprised of 39 % from North america, 
32 % from europe, 21 % from eastern asia, % 
3 from south america, 3 % from Nordic, and 
2 % from oceania. Globalization potentially 
creates monopolies. most of the literatures 
on environmental issues indicate that these 
companies increase their profits in three 
ways: cheap labour, unethical policies, 
exploitation of environmental resources. 
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INTRODUCTION

“Globalization” is one of the most popular 
terms used recently. Burke [1998: 91] 
identifies globalisation as “creation and 
growth of global capital markets for goods 
and services in terms of international trade 
and environment level”. Globalisation has 
advantages and disadvantages. one of the 
disadvantages of globalisation is monopolies. 
vertical or horizontal firm cooperation may 
cause monopolies [oecd, 1998; potter, 
2011; shukla, 2004]. For instance Nestlé, a 
switzerland company, markets foods such 
as milk, cereals, baby food, bottled water, 

pet food, and ice cream all over the 
world. Nestlé is also in cooperation with 
New Zealand’s Fonterra, dairy partners 
of america. France’s danone [Groupe 
danone, 1996], italy’s parmalat [Goldberg, 
2005], ireland’s North Kerry milk product 
[Bernardi and white, 2006], and india’s 
Kohinoor Foods limited [malcolm, 2010] 
are important food companies on the 
global scale.

these companies operate through “win-
win strategies” [chung and Gillespie, 1998]. 
however if there is a “winner” with the aim 
of gaining maximum profit, it means there 
is also a “loser” somewhere. Kumar and 
Budin [2006: 743] presented a diagram at 
the conference of Global Business showing 
the food supply process from farming 
to consumers. the diagram comprised 
of five steps: Farming, co-op processing, 
manufacturing, consumer interface, 
consumers. the chain was considered very 
important in delivery products to consumers 
without contamination. however some 
significant points have been forgotten: the 
consideration for natural or environmental 
resources and social side of production such 
as rural population and brown revolution. 
For example Kumar and Budin mentioned 
the use of water at the co-op processing [p. 
743] stage but not environmental resources. 
interestingly there was not any subject 
related to either environmental resources or 
brown revolution at the conference [Global 
Business, 2006]. it is assumed companies 
would have taken seriously the ways in 
which they could profit without having a 
negative impact on environmental resources 
and rural population.
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Environmental resources [ER]

marketing researches focus on what 
consumer wants [Gottfredson and aspinall, 
2005] however global firms do not think 
what environment wants. Business, 
management or marketing researches 
mention explaining of a variety of models: 
aNdc [andctor error correction] model 
[teweldemedhin, 2011], csR [corporate 
social Responsibility] and y value system 
[prado and merlo, 2011], wFGm [want, 
Find, Get, manage] [Garcia, 2011], Fse frame 
model [Food security equation] [pacheco 
de carvalho, 2011]. For example there are 
4 stages for Fse. one of them is ecological 
equilibrium. pacheco de carvalho [2011:18] 
tried to explain food balance through an 
equation but there was not any component 
related to environmental resources in this 
equation. ecological certification was also 
mentioned in researches [Gomes and 
Neands, 2011; padula, oliveira, centenaro, 
Fornazier, pozas, steffens, 2011]. prado 
and merlo [2011] explained csR and y 
value system and there were sustainable 
environmental components in this system. 
however ecological components were very 
superficial at these researches.

the annual conference of iFama [international 
Food and agribusiness management 
association] was held at Frankfurt in 2011. 
there were 192 oral presentations at the 
conference. it was seen that environmental 
subjects were rarely referred at researches 
[Gomes and Neves, 2011; Neves, 2011; 
pacheco de carvalho, 2011; padula et al., 
2011; prado and merlo, 2011,] and these 
researches had anthropogenic perspective. 
Neves [2011: 5] mentioned the importance of 
environmental resources for food sector and 
investment. But the first important subject 
was governance structure of the investments 
[for instance money entrance, joint-ventures, 
vertical integration, franchisees etc] and the 
second one was environmental protection 
according to Neves.

ceo of Nestlé said that they helped to 
develop of rural area and low- income 

producers [Goldberg, 2005]. according to 
sustainability Report of danone [2011], the 
company was fairly successful in terms of 
environmental sustainability [danone, 2011: 
66–67]. it is thought that this is visible side 
of an iceberg.

Brown revolution

the basic food resource of world is 
agriculture. one third of the world population 
is related to agriculture directly or indirectly. 
the main parts of agriculture are cereal, oil, 
livestock, fish, and water according to united 
Nations. especially population of rural area 
is interested in agriculture. unfortunately 
some wrong national macro policies which 
of them also related to global firms and 
international trade cause poverty in rural area 
and the population of rural area migrates to 
developed countries as refugee to have 
more qualified life. [Fao, 2003] this migration 
is called “brown revolution” [economist, 
2002]. according to united Nations [2014] 
statistics there are more than 43 million 
refugee all over the world in 2014; it means 
nearly 0.6 % of the world population survive 
as refugees. the urban population was 
around 3.8 billion and the rural population 
was around 3.3 billion in June, 2014 [uN, 
department of economic and social affairs, 
2014]. the urban and rural ration is nearly 1:1 
however the urban population is more than 
the rural population.

this migrant population settles urban area 
and this massive population also stresses 
on urban life especially in asia, sub-sahran 
africa, latin america [world agriculture, 
2003]. the rural population is also exposed 
to nonadaptation in urban social life and 
a gap is become between expectation 
and reality. the economist [2002] says 
that brown revolution is unstoppable. the 
world agriculture report of Fao [2003] 
says that stopping the brown revolution 
is not desirable as economically. however 
it might be slowed. on the other hand 
world agricultural Report [2003] report 
utters that governments should support 
the rural population life with internal and 
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external policy. the economist [2002] 
calls revival of rural population as “green 
revolution”. Rural development is now more 
important than urban development because 
geographic location is an essential factor for 
determining the development of rural area 
and economy [world agriculture, 2003]. the 
studies usually focus on supporting of urban 
development in terms of oecd, developing 
or undeveloped countries [cole, 2000; 
diesendorf and hamilton, 1997; Fao, 2003; 
Goudie, 1982; mol, 2001; oecd, 1998; world 
agriculture, 2003]. But firms or companies 
are global so global companies cause rural 
to become underdevelopment.

is it really true that global firms 
support rural development? there are 
a variety of ecological perspective: 
ecopedagogy [Kahn, 2010], ecocentric 
dark green environmentalism, light green 
anthropocentric environmentalism, eco-
marxisizm, ecofeminism [lummis, 2002], 
ecocentrism, technocentrism [Gough, 
1997] etc. the aim of this study is not to 
explain ecological perspective one by one 
but technocentrism is a kind of managerial 
and anthropocentric approach to natural 
environment. the usage of eR is licit for human 
development, security, welfare according to 
technocentrism [slater, 1991; Gough, 1997]. 
however it is known that technocentrism 
promotes weak environmental sustainability 
[wes] [cole, 2000].

wes might be occurred by mickey mouse 
[mm] economic model and most of the 
developing countries use this model. 
according to mm economy is the biggest 
part of development [head of mouse]; eR 
and social components have the second 
importance [ears of mouse]. [saNZ, 2009] 
By the way there is a contradiction between 
malthus theory and mm model. malthus 
says that increment of human population is 
related to eR. human population increases as 
geometrically while eR increases as linearly 
[malthus, 1973]. there is unbalance between 
population and eR [seidl and tisdell, 1998] 
so it may cause wes. however it is needed 
strong environmental sustainability because 

eR is very limited. [saNZ, 2009]. it is thought 
that mickey mouse economic model is also 
used by global firms.

population biology tries to explain malthus 
theory by formula or modelling study 
[emmel, 1976; seidl and tisdell, 1998; singh 
and uyenoyoma, 2004]. it is thought that 
human individualism/ selfishness should be 
also added to formula or modelling study. 
allaby [1986: 180] says that some parts of 
the world produce much more food than 
the other parts of the world. this situation is 
probably still same because some researches 
emphasize that 20 % of world populations 
consume 80 % or 86 % of the goods and 
services brought by the global economy [Fao, 
2003; stahel, 1998]. in this perspective the aim 
of this study is to take attention dangerous 
of global food companies on environmental 
sustainability and rural population.

METHODOLOGY

it was determined firstly which global 
companies had the most effective profits. 
Food engineering [2014] published the “the 
world’s top 100 Food & Beverage companies’ 
[app. 1]. this list only included company 
name in terms of rank and food sales [$ 
million] according to 2013. the author also 
determined the headquarters of companies 
through websites of them and classified 
the headquarters according to geographical 
areas. descriptive analyse was used in order 
to evaluate appendix 1.

RESULTS

common properties take attention among 
these top companies. these are:

a. they are global companies

b. they have agents and sales all over the 
world

c. most of them have wide range of products.

d. most of them have environmental 
sustainability reports [for instance danone, 
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2011; Nestle, 2011] and these companies 
are successful in terms of sustainable 
development or environmental sustainability. 
the aim of this study is not to cruise these 
reports one by one but it is thought that 
report results draw a pink table for human 
population and future.

in year 2013, the total food sales of the top 
100 food companies in the world amounted 
to us$ 1,332,070 million. the most food sales 
is done by Nestle [77,810 million $, app. 1] 
but usa has the most of the top global food 
companies [32]. the headquarters of these 
companies are established in 20 different 
countries in 6 different geographical areas. 
the food sales comprised of 39 % from 
North america, 32 % from europe, 21 % 
from eastern asia, % 3 from south america, 
3 % from Nordic, and 2 % from oceania. 
Globalization potentially creates monopolies. 
[table 1]

DISCUSSION
it is understood that developed and 
developing countries direct food sector 
according to table 1. But the big question is 
how these companies increase profit every 
year because companies’ annual reports 
are very positive. it is clear that global 
companies promote job opportunity, salary 
etc. peter Brabeck, ceo of Nestle, says Nestle 
has around 4.5 million employees directly or 
indirectly [wagenhofer, 2005]. how do they 
earn much more money in spite of having 
more employees? do they also have endless 
eR? world is a close system and eR is very 
limited.

the author could not find case studies related 
to profit resources of global food companies 
in scientific articles or books but there are 
interesting and significant case studies or 
examples at documentaries [Francis and 
Francis, 2006; Garcia, 2004; sarkar and 

Table 1. Classifying of Global Food Firms According to Country and Geographical Area

Geographical area Country name Number of company %

North america

usa 32

39
mexico 3

canada 3

cuba 1

europe

France 8

32

uK 5

Germany 5

Netherlands 4

switzerland 4

italy 3

ireland 1

Belgium 1

austria 1

eastern asia

Japan 17

21china 3

thailand 1

south america Brazil 3 3

oceania
australia 1

2
New Zealand 1

Nordic
denmark 3 3

total 20 100
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subramanian, 1996; soechtig and Gibson, 
2009wagenhofer, 2005;], magazine [National 
Geographic], and other popular books [King 
and lessidrenska, 2009]. case studies of 
these resources are coherent each other. 
it is obvious that global food companies 
increases their profits by three ways: cheap 
labour, wrong policy, exploitation of eR.

Cheap labour

cheap labour helps to increase profit of 
companies. cheap labour is obtained by rural 
population but unjust global competition 
causes to loose job of rural population 
[Goldberg, 2005]. Romania is the second 
agricultural country after France in europe 
and daily wage of labourer is 50 cent in 
Bralia area, Romania. Jean Ziegler, uN special 
Reporter on the Right of the Food, says that 
switzerland has not got any natural resources 
but banking sector is very developed. 
agriculture is efficient but very limited in 
switzerland. it imports 4/5 of grain for bread 
from india despite there is a lot of unnourished 
people in india. [wagenhofer, 2005].

the other weird thing is eu and usa 
governments subsidize own farmers to go 
on agricultural production and exportation. 
people can find easily agricultural products of 
eu or usa with third one lower of local prices 
at sandagar market where is in dakar, west 
africa. Rural farmers cannot compete with 
cheap prices so gained up everything and 
migrate to west countries to find a job. on 
the other hand, rural farmer de- souza from 
pernambuco/ North- eastern, Brazil says that 
government does not subsidize little farmers 
so they are hungry and they cannot survive. 
however Brazil is one of the richest agrarian 
countries and the largest soya exporter of the 
world. [wagenhofer, 2005; wallace, 2007].

similar results also happened in sri lanka 
for planting rice [sarkar and subramanian, 
1996], in Romania for planting of vegetables 
[wagenhofer, 2005], in ethiopia for planting 
coffee [Francis and Francis, 2006]. 842 
million people in the world suffer from 
permanent and extreme malnutrition in 

2005 [wagenhofer, 2005]. these people are 
hungry despite of having job because wrong 
policy is also affected on rural population.

Wrong Policy

Governmental agriculture policies 
support technology, industrialisation, and 
development but side-effects happen at 
the same time. market fishing is absolutely 
industrialized in europe and most of the 
fish are wasted during marketing process so 
small fishing is needed. in this way people 
can eat fresh fish but eu does not support 
small fishing. on the other hand a farmer 
from Germany says that there is decreasing 
number of farmers since Germany joined 
to european union [eu] and most of these 
people retired or change the job [factory 
etc]. Farming people now grows up maize in 
Germany [wagenhofer, 2005; wallace, 2007]; 
plant corn, soybean, and sugar cane in usa 
and Brazil [Bourne, 2007] for fuel not for 
feeding. eu does not support agriculture 
and wants maximum product by minimum 
farmers and maximum technology. But side 
effects of technology are again unavoidable.

lieven Bruneel, who is agronomist, says 
almeria/southern spain is capital of winter 
vegetables agriculture. agricultural area in 
almeria is 25.000 ha but people do not earn 
much more money since last 10–15 years. 
urbanization is also happened around 
almeria. almeria lost agricultural marketing 
all over the world because soil quality is lower 
despite of technological agricultural methods, 
by the way quantity of products decreased. 
[wagenhofer, 2005] similarly farmlands in 
haiti [Bourne, 2008], yunnan province [china], 
loess plateau [Zizhou country- china], 
Grand valley [colorado], the palouse hills 
[washington state], issa aminatou of Keita 
[Niger], Gourcy [Burkina Faso], amazonia 
[Brazil] lost their soil quality because of 
wrong agricultural policies [mann, 2008].

Karl otrok, director of production at pioneer 
Romania, says pioneer is largest seed 
producers in the world. the company uses 
hybrid seeds in terms of marketing strategies 
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but he also warns they cannot use any seed 
to produce another generations. the taste 
of hybrid products is not as tasty as natural 
ones and natural seeds cannot also cope with 
hybrids seeds. this circulation damages natural 
life. [mann, 2008; wangenhofer, 2005]. Big seed 
companies want rural farmers to use hybrid 
seeds. hybrid seeds are used for tomatoes, 
potatoes, onion, sun flower, eggplant, soya 
bean etc. [Garcia, 2004; wangenhofer, 2005]. it 
is suspicious that if there is no seed how human 
would survive in further times. is technology 
enough to survive?

Exploitation of ER

wrong policy and wrong consumer behaviours 
give rise exploitation of eR. millions of people 
have not got enough food but farmers grow 
maize for fuel not for feeding in Germany now. 
on the other hand the other farmer says that 2 
million kilos bread in a year has gone to waste 
basket in Germany and similar event happens 
in vienna. however Germany imports wheat 
from other developing or underdeveloped 
countries. [wagenhofer, 2005]. developing 
and underdeveloped countries destroy 
natural environment to have more profit. 
Biolog vincent Jose puhl says the largest soya 
producer of world is maggi group in mato 
Grosso, Brazil. soya exports to europe, china, 
and Japan. amazonia Rain Forest is destroyed 
to open farm land since 1975 and one square 
meter of forest is sold for one cent. cleared 
area is used to plant soya but this land is 
not suitable to grow up soya so farmers use 
fertilizers. [wagenhofer, 2005; wallace, 2007; 
mann, 2008].

peter Brabeck [ceo of Nestle] says social 
responsibility of a ceo is to have profitable 
future. he says that people believe everything 
comes from nature. Nature is pitiless. human 
put balance between nature and civilization. 
Nestle is the biggest bottled water supplier. 
according to Brabeck, water is not a human 
right; it is only a foodstuff and it can be sold. 
[wagenhofer, 2005].

75 % of world is covered by water but 
only 1 % of this water is drinkable. some 

of the drinkable water is under ground. 
[tundisi & tundisi, 2012]. on the other hand, 
Nestle under poland spring brand uses 
water resources of rural areas to produce 
bottled water in usa and 3.6 billion bottled 
water sales were done by Nestle in 2008 
[soechtig & Gibson, 2009]. similarly coca 
cola is drainage the groundwater of india 
for producing cola and bottled water [King 
& lessidrenska, 2009]. this ground water is 
water resources of rural populations.

there are 193 countries in uN [uN, 2012] 
but top 100 global food companies are in 
20 countries. it means 10.36 % of world 
governs rest of the world in terms of food 
and it is unfair. it is just like `hunger Games`. 
there is central area, capitol, in hunger 
Games and another 12 districts depend on 
capitol. every district area is specialised to 
produce something [agriculture or mine] and 
they have to send most of the production 
to capitol. capitol is very rich but districts 
are very poor. [collins, 2008]. Now capitol 
is europe and North america according to 
table 1. Rest of the world may be divided 7–8 
districts in terms of continentals. there has 
not happened yet any war for food but most 
of the scientists warn about water scarcity and 
water wars [Buu, 2010]. ceo of Nestle Brabeck 
says water is not a human right; it is only 
a saleable foodstuff. similarly stiglitz [1974] 
warned about eR was evaluated as capital 
good in 1974. this perspective is still same. 
But it is not true. 70 % of human body consist 
of water and everybody needs it. in terms of 
Brabeck, rich people may have water or food. 
what about rest of population?

human should prefer one of the ways 
anymore: Best taste and low price marketing 
or least taste and high price. people should 
think global and act local because eR is very 
limited and we do not have any planet to live. 
all governments should support and subsidize 
rural agriculture and population; in this way 
reverse migration should happen to rural area. 
Gough [1997] says environmental knowledge 
and life style of rural people are very important 
to have strong sustainability because they 
know how to live at own land as peacefully. it 
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is understood urbanization/ brown revolution 
is another problem from governments and 
nobody could this problem yet.

Brown revolution also gives rise to wes. the 
economist says urbanisation is not stopped 
anymore but it is not true. human needs green 
revolution. people migrate for surviving. if they 
could survive own rural area, why would they 
like to migrate? also they are happy at their 
heritage lands. urbanisation does not give 
happiness [passador, Junior, artoni, passador, 
2011]. this is also a sociological perspective 
and should be researched. Brown revolution is 
harmful either environmentally or sociologically. 
stahel [1997] says trivets of sustainability are 
nature conservation, health and safety, reduced 
flows of materials, social ecology, and cultural 
ecology. human need green revolution and it 
may give us strong environmental sustainability.

CONCLUSION

there is an idiom at trade: Big fish eats small 
fish. who knows what will happen in further 
times about economy? Big companies may 
purchase small companies and it may give 
rise to more monopolies. economic power 
should spread out to rural. Now there is 
drought at west africa and it is wanted 
donation by advertisement on tv. donation 
is not a solution. it should be taught to 
fish; not to eat fish. wrong economic 
and ecological policies may give rise to 
drought, such as in haiti [Bourne, 2008]. 
the aim of this study is to take attention 
dangerous of global food companies on 

environmental sustainability. the author tries 
to give a general evaluation about global 
food companies. they have financial power 
but money is not enough to have strong 
sustainability. stahel [1997: 486] emphasizes 
“higher resource productivity entails higher 
economic and ecologic benefits.” every 
company [app. 1] may be evaluated in terms 
of own trade activity one by one.

production and consumption are just like 
siamese twins. it is thought that consumer 
education might be effective on production. 
west countries might be extravagant 
[wagenhofer, 2005] while west africa needs 
food [Bourne, 2008]. doherty and taplin 
[2008] undertook the research on relationship 
between consumer education and being 
global citizenship. they study with 7–14 
years old school children and find that there 
is positive relationship between consumer 
education and global citizenship. however 
they do not explain environmental roots 
or benefits of consumer education. Global 
citizenship is related to strong sustainability 
directly. people may raise awareness about 
global effect of personal consumer behaviour 
by formal and informal education. it is 
thought that remarkable case studies should 
be explained to have clear understanding 
about environmental effects of people on 
natural environment. people-especially 
western people-should empathize with 
other people because responsible consumer 
behaviour might be effective on responsible 
production behaviour or strategy. otherwise 
hunger Games might happen in future.   n
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Appendix 1
Top100 Global Food Companies (2013)

Company Country Geographical  
Area

2013  
Food Sales

1. Nestlé switzerland europe 77,810

2. pepsico, inc. usa North america 66,415

3. the coca-cola company usa North america 46,854

4. JBs Brazil south america 44,700

5. archer daniels midland company usa North america 43,195

6. anheuser-Busch inBev Belgium europe 43,195

7. mondelez international usa North america 35,299

8. saBmiller uK europe 34,084

9. tyson Foods usa North america 34,374

10. cargill usa North america 33,500

11. mars usa North america 33,000

12. unilever uK-Germany europe 31,685

13. danone France europe 29,605

14. heineken Netherlands europe 26,692

15. lactalis France europe 22,240

16. Kirin holdings Japan eastern asia 21,246

17. asahi Breweries Japan eastern asia 19,195

18. suntory Japan eastern asia 19,193

19. Kraft Foods usa North america 18,218

20. diageo uK europe 18,180

21. General mills inc. usa North america 17,774

22. Royal Frieslandcampina Netherlands europe 15,870

23. Fonterra New Zealand oceania 11,260

24. conagra Foods inc. usa North america 15,491

25. Brf Brasil Foods Brazil south america 15,260

26. chs inc. usa North america 14,900

27. Kellogg company usa North america 14,792

28. arla Foods denmark Nordic 13,505

29. Grupo Bimbo [mexico] mexico North america 13,466

30. smithfield Foods inc. usa North america 13,221

31. Nh Foods Japan east asia 12,405

32. associated British Foods uK europe 12,135

33. pernod Ricard France europe 11,920

34. Femsa mexico North america 11,920

35. carlsberg denmark Nordic 11,810

36. meiji holdings Japan eastern asia 11,565

37. hJ heinz company usa North america 11,529

38. Ferrero italy europe 11,260

39. Bunge usa North america 11,177

40. vion Netherlands europe 10,975
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Company Country Geographical  
Area

2013  
Food Sales

41. sudzucker Germany europe 10,750

42. danish crown denmark Nordic 10,675

43. yamazaki Baking Japan eastern asia 10,210

44. coca cola hBc switzerland europe 9,555

45. maruha Nichiro holdings Japan eastern asia 9,530

46. marfrig Group Brazil south america 9,400

47. saputo canada North america 9,050

48. dean Foods company usa North america 9,016

49. hormel Foods corporation usa North america 8,752

50. coca cola enterprises usa North america 8,212

51. Kerry Group ireland europe 8,115

52. campbell soup company usa North america 8,052

53. yili Group china eastern asia 7,585

54. parmalat italy europe 7,436

55. dmK deutsches milchkontor Germany europe 7,365

56. ajinomoto Japan eastern asia 7,185

57. the hershey company usa North america 7,146

58. oetker Group Germany europe 7,100

59. Red Bull austria europe 7,005

60. sodiaal France europe 6,950

61. china mengniu dairy company china eastern asia 6,885

62. mccain Foods ltd France europe 6,860

63. morinaga milk industry Japan eastern asia 6,825

64. muller Group Germany europe 6,810

65. Grupo modelo [mexico] mexico North america 6,776

66. ingredion inc. usa North america 6,653

67. Nissui Japan eastern asia 6,145

68. Bongrain France europe 6,128

69. dr pepper snapple Group usa North america 5,997

70. lvmh France europe 5,820

71. mccormick corporation usa North america 5,730

72. the Jm smucker company usa North america 5,611

73. Bacardi cuba North america 5,600

74. Nisshin seifun Group Japan eastern asia 5,390

75. itoham Foods Japan eastern asia 5,280

76. sapporo holdings Japan eastern asia 5,170

77. tate & lyle uK europe 5,003

78. ito en Japan eastern asia 4,985

79. Barilla italy europe 4,915

80. thaiBev thailand eastern asia 4,850

Continue 
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Continue 

Company Country Geographical  
Area

2013  
Food Sales

81. maxingvest/tchibo Germany europe 4,810

82. Nissin Food products Japan eastern asia 4,757

83. Barry callebaut switzerland europe 4,696

84. coca-cola amatil australia oceania 4,620

85. schreiber Foods usa North america 4,500

86. land o’ lakes inc. usa North america 4,498

87. coca cola west Japan eastern asia 4,495

88. Qp corporation Japan eastern asia 4,475

89. tsingtao Brewery china eastern asia 4,408

90. maple leaf Foods canada North america 4,292

91. dole Food company, inc. usa North america 4,247

92. molson coors Brewing company usa North america 4,206

93. J R simplot usa North america 4,100

94. Japan tobacco international switzerland europe 4,035

95. hillshire Brands usa North america 3,920

96. del monte Foods company usa North america 3,819

97. Groupe Bel France europe 3,780

98. agropur cooperative canada North america 3,770

99. de master Blenders 1753 Netherlands europe 3,605

100. e. & J. Gallo winery usa North america 3,600

Total 1,332,070


